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we are extremely thankful to akli film for making it possible for us to produce this series and we
know it will be our best project so far. as dr kashif ansari said, this will not only be a pakistani story
but a story of our people from all across the world and we are thrilled to be a part of this massive
venture. salahuddin ayubi was one of the greatest military generals of his time. his army, al-zahir,
consisted of 1.2 million men, and captured most of the ottoman empire, including jerusalem. he was
the first to recognize the fact that slaves and black africans could fight as well as any european in
the army. he was also the first to give a muslim name to the modern concept of private property,
and was instrumental in the development of modern firearms, ammunition and artillery. despite
being a muslim, he was not of a religious nature. he was not blind to the virtues of the west and was
fascinated by the european feudal system of property. he was also a very opportunistic and
pragmatic leader. in times of crisis, he would usually take advantage of the situation. salahuddin had
been approached many times to join the ottomans, but he always turned them down. it is believed
that he had a longstanding dispute with the sultans, and was turned down for the job of sultan over a
hundred times. the first season is set to begin shooting this month in the southern province of
adhamiya. the project is said to be dubbed in three languages: urdu, arabic and english. “we are
very excited to have signed the first television series about salahuddin al-ayyubi,”
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“the television series will bring the life of the world-renowned military leader to life for the first time
in pakistan. it is a milestone for the country as this is the first time that a tv series will be made

about salahuddin al-ayyubi.” “this tv series is not only the first one in pakistan to be made about
salahuddin al-ayyubi, it is also the first one produced by turkey. we are confident that this series will

be a landmark for the history of pakistan and turkey.” this is the second project on salahuddin al-
ayyubi’s life in pakistan after the film salahuddin, which was released in 2008. the popular muslim

cleric was born in the southern province of adhamiya in 1206. according to the book, salahuddin was
born in the village of mohammediya, which is now in the city of adhamiya in the southern province of

pakistan. salahuddin al-ayyubi was a religious leader of the maturidi (shi’a) school of islam. he is
regarded as a martyr and a religious figure in pakistan. al-ayyubi was born in 1206 and died in 1274.

he is known for his legendary battles with the mughal emperor babur. he received the title of “al-
ayyubi” (the descendant of ayyub ibn musa al-ayyubi) during the time of the mughal emperor akbar.
salahuddin had fifteen sons, seven of whom became martyrs. he died in 1274. he is also one of the

namesakes of the city of ayyubid, the capital of the mamluk sultanate of egypt. according to the
book, he died in the village of mohammediya, which is now in the city of adhamiya in the southern
province of pakistan. the book, “salah al-din of the mongols,” is about the life and struggles of the

muslim general, salah al-din of the mongol dynasty of turkic people. however, the name of the book
is a misnomer, because the book is about the life of salahuddin al-ayyubi. in the book, salahuddin is
referred to as a mamluk ruler, rather than a mongol ruler. salahuddin was born in 1206. 5ec8ef588b
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